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exceed two hundred *. As a monopoly—and the term could
be " fitly extended to all improportionable paucity of the
sellers in regard of the ware which is sold " 2—the Company
was ' repugnant to the law of nature, the law of nations, and
the positive law of the land ' 3. It was repugnant to the law
of nature, because" all free subjects are born inherit able . . .
to the free exercise of their industry ": it was repugnant
to the law of nations, since other countries " avoid in them-
selves and hate in us this monopolizing way of traffic " : and
it was repugnant to the positive law of the land as embodied
in the Statute of 1497 and other enactments. The mischief
produced by this monopoly was testified by " the cry of all
the clothiers of England. . . . For the clothiers having no
utterance of their cloth but to the Merchant Adventurers, they
by complot among themselves will buy at what time, what
quantity and what price themselves list " 4.
Arguments Other arguments supported the case for a free or open
****trade- In tlle first Place> ft would promote the more equal
distribution of wealth between London and the provinces,
and the stability and strength of a nation " consist in the
riches of many subjects, not of a few"5. This argument
voiced the provincial jealousy of London, on which some-
thing will be said later 6 ; and its concrete application is seen
in the complaint of the West Country clothiers that they were
forced to send their cloth to London, and so incurred the
expense of carriage and factorage ' besides the Company's
exactions'7. Secondly, it was contended that an open trade
was ' the breeder and maintainer of ships and mariners',
and that it augmented the revenue of the Crown since an
increase of customs and subsidy " doth necessarily follow the
increase of foreign traffic ". Thirdly, the removal of re-
1 House of Commons Journals, i. 219 (1604).	* Ibid.
*	A Discourse consisting of Motives for the Enlargement and Freedom of
Trade (1645), 4 ;  Veneris (1662), 6-8.
4 House of Commons Journals, i. 218-219. Similarly: Malynes, The
Maintenance of Free Trade (1622), 54; Veneris (1662), 6-8. For the
Statute of 1497, see supra, p. 216.
6 House of Commons Journals, i. 218 ; A Discourse consisting of Motives
for the Enlargement and Freedom of Trade (1645), 22.
*	Infra, p. 249.
11 Veneris (1662)* 15.   This was denied : infra, p. 251.

